Fast three-dimensional numerical hemolysis approximation.
The in vivo implantation of a mechanical device contributes to hemodynamic disturbances, which are responsible for damage to the membranes of red blood cells that in turn can lead to their rupture (hemolysis). It is important to ascertain at the design stage of such mechanical devices that they are innocuous to blood. Because there is no in vivo hemolysis index, we concentrated our efforts on the in vitro hemolysis index of the American Society for Testing and Material (ASTM) standard. We present in this work a framework for minimizing medical device-induced hemolysis by the development of a numerical method for predicting hemolysis similar to that used in in vitro experiments. The method is based on a novel interpretation of the Giersiepen-Wurzinger blood damage correlation that replaces the computation of blood damage along the streamline by a volume integration of a damage function over the computational domain. We assess the behavior and accuracy of this methodology with 3D examples.